505 SENTENCE SEQUENCING A
PRODUCT CONTENTS

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

MANIPULATIVES: 12 pages (24 sets)

All sets or cards in Reading Manipulatives products are different. Once students are introduced to the
skills and shown how to do the activity, they work independently. The individualized materials can be
used for seatwork or stations. Students work on needed skills, and teachers are freed for instruction.
This guide includes a summary of the skills targeted by this product. Additional teaching aids can
be downloaded from the resource section of our web site (www.readingmanipulatives.com).

ANSWER KEYS: 4 pages
7 pages of teacher information

Ruby, the Painting Pachyderm

MATERIALS PREPARATION
Ruby was born in Thailand in 1973, before
elephants became an endangered species.

The baby elephant was put in a crate and
sent to a zoo in Phoenix, Arizona.

When she got there, her trainer named her
Ruby after the world’s most precious jewel.

Ruby’s keepers noticed that she often drew
patterns in the dirt of her pen.

They then began to use rewards to teach her
to use her trunk to paint on canvas.

Ruby’s bold, vibrant paintings raised hundreds of thousands of dollars for the zoo.

PDF pages are designed to be printed on 8.5 x 11 inch sheets. Cover-weight paper in a variety of
colors is available at office supply stores or online. Lamination is recommended so materials will last.
All Reading Manipulatives pieces have a code that is used for maintaining set integrity and
student recordkeeping. The first part denotes the product, followed by a hyphen and the set number.
Put student sets in zipper bags. Answer keys can be kept in the bags or stored separately. Select
containers for the 24 student sets that hold and display the sets most efficiently.

ANSWER KEYS & STUDENT CHECKLISTS
Answer keys are provided because active involvement builds accountability. When done thoughtfully,
students learn from checking their work and analyzing any errors they make. Manipulatives
encourage cooperative learning. Students should be allowed to assist one another as a need arises.
Checklists are important for tracking the materials that have been completed. The last page of this
guide is a master for student checklists that can be copied and cut.

The zoo bred their talented elephant in 1998,
but sadly, Ruby and her fetus both died.
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Nick was making Mom a cake because it
was her birthday.

Italo sold ice cream from his pushcart in the
streets of New York City.

SQA–3

SQA–4

He followed the directions and added eggs
and water to the cake mix.

It took him lots of time to wash the glass
dishes, and people sometimes broke them.

SQA–3

SQA–4

Then he stirred the batter until the lumps
were gone and poured it into a pan.

Finally, in 1896, Italo thought of a way to
solve the dish problem.

SQA–3

SQA–4

Nick put the cake in the oven to bake and
set the timer.

He baked a thin cookie and rolled it up into
the shape of a horn.

SQA–3

SQA–4

He decided to go outside and throw the ball
to his dog while the cake was baking.

Then he scooped ice cream into the cone.

SQA–3

SQA–4

Nick couldn’t hear the buzzer, and the cake
burnt by the time he remembered it.

Italo’s customers thought this was a great
idea and liked eating his tasty cones.

SQA–3

SQA–4

Dad saved the day by picking up a birthday
cake on his way home.

His ice cream cones became very popular,
and Italo made a lot of money.

SQA–3

The Forgotten Cake

SQA–4

SQA–3

SQA–4

The First Ice Cream Cone
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The Forgotten Cake
SQA–1

________

SQA–9

________

SQA–17 ________

SQA–2

________

SQA–10 ________

SQA–18 ________

Italo sold ice cream from his pushcart in the streets of New York City.

SQA–3

________

SQA–11 ________

SQA–19 ________

It took him lots of time to wash the
glass dishes, and people sometimes broke them.

SQA–4

________

SQA–12 ________

SQA–20 ________

SQA–5

________

SQA–13 ________

SQA–21 ________

He baked a thin cookie and rolled it
up into the shape of a horn.

SQA–6

________

SQA–14 ________

SQA–22 ________

Then he scooped ice cream into
the cone.

SQA–7

________

SQA–15 ________

SQA–23 ________

Italo’s customers thought this was
a great idea and liked eating his
tasty cones.

SQA–8

________

SQA–16 ________

SQA–24 ________

Nick was making Mom a cake
because it was her birthday.

SQA–4

He followed the directions and
added eggs and water to the cake
mix.
Then he stirred the batter until the
lumps were gone and poured it into
a pan.
Nick put the cake in the oven to
bake and set the timer.
He decided to go outside and
throw the ball to his dog while the
cake was baking.
Nick couldn’t hear the buzzer, and
the cake burnt by the time he
remembered it.
Dad saved the day by picking up a
birthday cake on his way home.

ANSWER KEYS

The First Ice Cream Cone

Finally, in 1896, Italo thought of a
way to solve the dish problem.

His ice cream cones became very
popular, and Italo made a lot of
money.
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